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ABSTRACT
The increasing number of digital crime cases that
occured makes digital forensics becoming one of the
most popular terms. Digital forensics techniques are
performed by doing some analytical processes on
digital or mobile devices to extract digital evidences.
In the process of digital evidence extraction, forensic
software with good features is needed so that the
software is able to search and extract digital evidence
with detailed results. To determine the type of
software that has the best features and ability, a
comparative analysis needs to be done on some
forensic softwares. This research focuses on the
comparison analysis of 6 forensic softwares which is
commonly used: Oxygen Forensic Suite, Andriller,
MOBILedit Forensic Express, Autopsy 4.1.1, Magnet
AXIOM, and Belkasoft Evidence Center. The result
shows that Belkasoft Evidence Center has the highest
index number, Oxygen Forensic Suite has superiority
in obtaining BBM artifact, and MOBILedit Forensic
Express has the advantage on data preservation and
physical evidence cloning.

and almost 78 % of smartphone sold is Android
based smartphones. Android’s market share also
increased significantly in 2017 as shown on Fig.
2, with 1,32 billion Android smartphones were
sold around the world.

Fig. 1. Pie chart graphic of digital forensics challenges.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A survey conducted by Forensic Focus in
September 2015 shows a growing number of
challenges in the field of digital forensics [1].
From years to come, this challenge is getting
bigger and bigger. Figure 1 shows the percentage
of problems in the field of digital forensics based
on the conducted survey.
Android based smartphone was introduced to the
public in 2005 and became the most popular
operating system with significantly increasing
users each year. A survey report by Statista [2]
reported that in 2013, over 967 million units of
smartphones were sold to consumers worldwide

Fig. 2. Android market share statistics

Now that Android based smartphone usage is on
the rise, instant messaging applications have
become a necessity for users. These applications
allow people to communicate with friends via
texts, phone calls, videos, shared files, in groups
or not, and to maintain contact with them even
internationally [3] [4]. There are many free
instant messengers available such as WhatsApp,
Viber, Telegram [5] and Blackberry Messenger
(BBM). BBM is one of instant messaging
application that could be used to send messages
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in form of text, image, video, location map,
recording, voice call, and video call, to use
BBM, A stable and fast connection of internet is
needed so that the message delivery will not be
interrupted [6] [7]. The increasing amount of
BBM users showed that this application has
fulfilled the user’s trust factors i.e. ability,
benevolence and integrity [8].
The large number of BBM users and the end-toend encryption technology used can be a magnet
for cybercrime perpetrators to do criminal cases
such as prostitution, identity theft, cyberbullying, and pornography, just like some
examples that shown on Table 1 [9].
TABLE I. DIGITAL CRIME THAT USING BBM IN INDONESIA
(OBSERVATION)
No
1
2
3
4
5

Year
2014
2015
2015
2017
2017

Case
Pornography via BBM in Banyuwangi
BBM account of DPR members in
Jakarta being hacked
Identity theft via BBM in Palembang
Online fraud and money laundering at
Palopo
Online prostitution transaction via BBM
at Pekanbaru

In the solving process of digital crime cases
involving smartphones, forensic techniques are
needed to search for digital evidence relating to
digital crimes that have occurred, which also
requires the analytical skills of forensic
investigators.
To perform forensic analysis, forensic
investigators must conduct an investigation to
get answers about the six basic questions such as
who, when, where, how, why and what [10]. To
get answers related to these six questions,
forensic investigators need to use forensic
software as a tool to acquire and analyze the
information.
This research evaluated 6 forensic softwares
which is commonly used: Oxygen Forensic
Suite, Andriller, MOBILedit Forensic Express,
Autopsy 4.1.1, Magnet AXIOM, and Belkasoft
Evidence Center on Android-based BBM using
NIJ Framework for the process. The
performance and ability to perform BBM
forensic analysis from each forensic tool will be
evaluated using the NIST forensic tool
parameters and additional parameters from the
researcher. The research’s results will be used as
a recommendation for forensic investigators to

determine the best software combination when
handling cases related to BBM.
2 RELATED WORKS
There are many comparative studies conducted
by many researchers. The comparison is not only
on forensic tool’s performance, but also on
forensic frameworks such as, Hybrid Evidence
Investigation [11], and Integrated Digital
Forensic Investigation Framework (IDFIF) [12].
On the review research of smartphone threats,
vulnerabilities, attacks and solutions over the
period of 2010-2015 [13] the researchers review
some smartphones.and conclude that attacks are
categorized into two types, i.e., old attack and
new attacks. Based on this categorization, the
researcher aim to provide an easy and concise
view of different attacks and the possible
solutions to improve smartphone security. The
resarcher also analyze their findings and estimate
the market growth of different operating systems
for the smartphone in coming years and the
malware growth and forecast the world in 2020.
In a research using Belkasoft Evidence Center,
WhatsApp Key/DB Extractor, and Oxygen
Forensic Suite 2014 [14] The researchers
perform comparisons and analysis of proprietary
and open source forensic tools on Android-based
WhatsApp. The result of this research shows that
Belkasoft Evidence Center has the highest index
number, WhatsApp Key/DB Extractor has
superiority in terms of costs, and Oxygen
Forensic Suite 2014 has superiority in obtaining
WhatsApp artifact.
On other research that using XRY and Cellebrite
UFED [15], The Researchers use quantitative
analysis technique to measure and compare the
quality of mobile device forensics tools while
evaluating it. The result shows that XRY is
better than Cellebrite UFED for acquiring most
of the artifact types, while Cellebrite UFED is
better on preserving the integrity of digital
evidence.
On a comparative analysis research that put 2
proprietary forensic tools (FTK 3.0 and EnCase
4.0) and 3 open source forensic tools (Autopsy
3.1.2, OSForensic 3.1, and SIFT 3.0) for
comparison [16], the researcher’s conclusion is
many of the features that are present in
proprietary forensic tools are also present in
open source tools. Even there are certain features
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that provided by open source tool but proprietary
tool does not, for example: SHA-1 hashing is not
provided in EnCase but available in open source
tools.
Comparison and analysis of proprietary and open
source forensic tools also conducted by using
The Sleuth Kit (TSK) Autopsy, SANS SIFT,
MOBILedit Forensics, and Cellebrite UFED as
the tools that put to comparison [17]. The
researchers conclude that: open source forensic
tools have advantages in the number of users,
flexibility in terms of use with console
commands or GUI-based applications, logging
capability, and good in tolerating errors.
Meanwhile, proprietary forensic tools are
superior in terms of processing speed, data
extraction accuracy, analytical skills, and ability
to restore deleted data.
In other comparative study that using Oxygen
Forensic Suite 2014 and MOBILedit Forensics
[18], The researchers explained that every
forensic tool has its own advantages and
disadvantages. The result shows that MOBILedit
Forensics has advantages in terms of run time,
while Oxygen Forensic Suite 2014 has an
advantage in terms of artifact analysis.
Oxygen Forensic, Cellebrite’s Universal
Forensic Extraction Device (UFED), and XRY
Forensic Examiner’s Kit were put to comparison
in other research [19]. The conclusion is that the
tools are managed to find artifacts of call logs,
text messages, media files (photos, video, audio),
internet data, geolocation, applications, and
social media data. The researchers also explained
that mobile forensic has several challenges, such
as: malicious programs, lack of availability of
tools, password recovery, accidental reset, and
anti-forensic technique.
Another research has been done by conducted a
test on 16 of 20 instant messaging applications in
order to reconstruct the past events of messages
that could be useful to forensics examiners and
also evaluated the security in sending/receiving
the data [20]. This research have shown that
many messaging application have vulnerabilities
during storing and transmitting the data.
A comparative research on smartphone’s
softwares, vulnerabilities, malwares, and attacks
[21] put a review on the state of the art of
security solutions, threats, and vulnerabilities
during the period of 2011-2017 by focusing on
software attacks, such those to smartphone

applications. The researchers outline some
countermeasures
aimed
at
protecting
smartphones against these groups of attacks,
based on the detection rules, data collections and
operating systems, especially focusing on open
source applications.
Yudhana, Riadi, and Ridho [22] conducted a
research on network forensics field on the matter
of DDoS attack classification. Based on the
experiments conducted, it was found that the
results of accuracy in artificial neural networks
were 95,23% and naïve Bayes were 99,9%. The
experimental results show that the naïve Bayes
method is better than the neural network.
3
METHODOLOGY,
PARAMETERS

TOOLS,

AND

3.1 Research Methodology
This research uses a methodology that refers to
the framework from National Institute of Justice
(NIJ) [23], that contained the following steps:
1.

Identification: Identify problems by
collecting information on physical evidence
and identify the encountered problems.
2. Solution: Search and document, workable
solutions related to the selection of forensic
software to seek digital evidence.
3. Preparation/Preparation:
Preparing
the
physical evidence, equipment, and software
needed to perform forensic analysis.
4. Security: Safeguarding the integrity of
physical evidence by creating an
image/cloning of physical evidence.
5. Testing: Perform testing of physical
evidence and forensic software used.
Testing can be done by logical extraction
(digital proof extraction from physical
image proof file) and physical extraction
(digital proof extraction from direct physical
evidence).
6. Evaluation: Evaluate the process and test
results. Evaluation is done by comparing the
extraction results of each forensic software.
7. Reporting: Presenting the final outcome of
the forensic process undertaken to those in
need.
This framework will be combined with NIST
forensic parameters to present evaluation report
of forensic tools that put to comparison.
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Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of the
seven consequtive stages.

TABLE III. FORENSIC TOOLS
No
1

Forensic
Tools
Oxygen
Forensic
Suite
Andriller

2

3

4

5

6
Fig. 3. Forensic stages based on NIJ Framework

3.2 Research Tools and Parameters
There are two parts of research tools used in
this research: Experimental Tools and Forensic
Tools as described on Table II and Table III.
TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Experimental
Tools
Smartphone 1
Smartphone 2
Smartphone 3
Smartphone 4
Blackberry
Messenger
Notebook
USB Cable

7

Description
Sony Xperia Z, Android
Lollipop 5.1.1
Sony Xperia SL, Android
Jellybean
Samsung
Galaxy
A5,
Android Lollipop 5.0.1
Lenovo A390, Android ICS
Multiplatform
Instant
Messaging application
Asus SonicMaster, Windows
10 64 Bit
A data cable that can be used
to connect smartphone to
notebook

The experimental tools will be combined with
forensic tools to get the comparison results that
can be analyzed in this research

MOBILedit
Forensic
Express
Autopsy
4.1.1
Magnet
AXIOM
Belkasoft
Evidence
Center

Description
Windows-Based
Proprietary
Applications that can be used to
acquire digital evidence on a
smartphone
Windows-Based
Proprietary
Applications that can be used to
acquire digital evidence on a
smartphone
Windows-Based
Proprietary
Applications that can be used to
acquire digital evidence on a
smartphone
Windows and Linux-based Open
Source Applications that can be
used to acquire digital evidence
from multiple sources
Windows-Based
Proprietary
Applications that can be used to
acquire digital evidence on a
smartphone
Windows-Based
Proprietary
Applications that can be used to
acquire digital evidence on a
smartphone

The National Institute of Standard and
Technology (NIST) has published a test plan to
measure the performance of a forensic tool in a
publication entitled “Mobile Device Tool Test
Assertions and Test Plan ver. 2” [24] and
“Mobile Device Tool Specification ver. 2” [25]
that provides a total of 42 measurement
parameters and methods.
The measurement parameters are divided into 4
types, namely Core Assertions, Optional
Assertions, Core Requirements, and Optional
Requirements. Core Assertions leads to logical
acquisition features and capabilities, Optional
Assertions leads to physical acquisition features
and capabilities, Core Requirements leads to
logical acquisition requirements that a forensic
tool shall have, and Optional Requirements leads
to physical acquisition requirements that a
forensic tool shall have. However, not all
parameters were used in this research. The
Researchers does not include the parameters of
MDT-CA-10 and the parameters on Universal
Integrated Circuit Card (UICC) because the data
on BBM application are stored in the internal
memory, not UICC. Parameters that used in this
research are shown on Table IV.
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TABLE IV. FORENSIC TOOLS PARAMETERS FROM NIST
Requirement
Optional
(RO)
MDT-RO-01
MDT-RO-02
MDT-RO-03

Core
Requirement
(CR)
MDT-CR-01
MDT-CR-02
MDT-CR-03

Assertion
Optional (AO)
MDT-AO-10
MDT-AO-11
MDT-AO-12
MDT-AO-13
MDT-AO-15
MDT-AO-16

Core
Assertion
(CA)
MDT-CA-01
MDT-CA-02
MDT-CA-03
MDT-CA-04
MDT-CA-05
MDT-CA-06
MDT-CA-07
MDT-CA-08
MDT-CA-09

Here, researcher also adds several additional
measurement parameters that more focused on
the abilities of forensic tools to extract artifacts
from BBM in Table V. Additional parameters
listed are essential for forensic investigators
during investigation related to BBM.
TABLE V. BBM’S DIGITAL EVIDENCE
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Digital
Evidence
Account
Profile
Contact
Chat/Conve
rsation
Transferred
Picture/File
BBM
Invitation
Updates
Logs

Description
Digital Evidence/Artifact related to
the owner of BBM Account
A list of BBM Contact, including
BBM PIN
Digital Evidence/Artifact related to
BBM user’s conversation data
Pictures/Files transferred among
BBM users
An invitation to communicate using
BBM for other BBM users
BBM User’s status updates
BBM’s application log

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The forensic processes conducted to get the
comparison result of forensic software’s features
and capabilities based on NIJ Framework can be
described as follows:
4.1 Identification
Identification stage is the process of searching
and documenting physical evidence and
identifying the encountered problems so that
forensic investigator is able to determine which
solution that can be done. Some researchers
called this process as Acquisition or Evidence
Recording. Table VI shows the smartphones as
physical evidence’s specification that can be
identified.

TABLE VI. PHYSICAL EVIDENCE’S SPECIFICATIONS
Smartphone 1
Brand
Sony
Serial
Xperia
Model
Z
Model
C6602
#
IMEI
355666050620xxx
OS
Android
Version 5.1.1 (Lollypop)
Process Quad core 1.5 GHz Krait
or
Smartphone 2
Brand
Sony
Serial
Xperia
Model
SL
Model
LT26ii
#
IMEI
353617051988xxx
OS
Android
Version 4.1.4 (Jellybean)
Process Dual core
or
Smartphone 3
Brand
Samsung
Serial
Galaxy
Model
A
Model
SM-A500F
#
IMEI
OS
Android
Version 6.0.1 (Marshmallow)
Process Quad core 1.2 GHz
or
Cortex-A53
Smartphone 4
Brand
Lenovo
Serial
A
Model
390
Model
A390
#
IMEI
861392026997xxx
861392027427xxx
OS
Android
Version 4.0.4 (ICS)
Process MTK Dual Core
or

The problem identified at this stage is how to
compare 6 forensic softwares that can be used to
extract digital evidence from physical evidences
since there are many differences between these 4
physical evidences, and before the experiment
can be conducted, the researcher have to make
sure that the condition of the hardwares are fit to
do the experiment, and the forensic softwares are
already installed and ready to use.
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4.2 Solution
The solution phase is the stage of mapping
and searching for possible solutions that can be
done based on identified problems. At this stage,
possible solutions can be described at Table VII.
TABLE VII. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
No
1
2
3
4
5

Possible Solution
Installing forensic softwares that used for the
research
Creating image/cloning of physical evidence to
preserve contained digital evidences
Conducting the experiment of digital evidence
extraction process using selected forensic
softwares
Evaluate and analyze the testing results
Make a report based on the comparison result

The table can be defined in the form of a
flowchart as shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 4. Flowchart of possible solutions

4.3 Preparation and Security
Preparation stage is the implementation of the
solutions that have been planned. Preparation
stage can be done independently or together with
security stage, the steps can be described as
follows:
4.3.1 The Installation of Forensic Softwares
The initial preparation is to install forensic
softwares that will be put to comparison. At this
stage, the installation of 6 popular forensic
softwares namely Oxygen Forensic Suite,
Andriller, MOBILedit Forensic Express,

Autopsy 4.1.1, Magnet AXIOM, and Belkasoft
Evidence Center were conducted.
Oxygen Forensic Suite is a Windows-based
forensic tools that has many abilities, for
example: extracting and imaging mobile devices.
Andriller is a Windows and Linux-based
forensic tool with a simple interface that
especially designed for mobile device data
extraction. This research is using Windowsbased Andriller to conduct data extraction
process.
MOBILedit Forensic Express is a Windowsbased forensic tools that have speciality in
cloning and device backup.
MOBILedit Forensic Express is a Windowsbased forensic tools that have speciality in
cloning and device backup.
Autopsy is a Windows and Linux-based forensic
tool that can be used as a tool to extract digital
evidence from storages and operating systems.
Magnet AXIOM is claimed as one of the best
forensic tool from Magnet Forensic. Magnet
AXIOM is a Windows-based forensic tools with
many feratures including data extraction and
cloning.
Belkasoft Evidence Center is a Windows-based
forensic tools that claimed to be able to acquire
data from a computer, a laptop or a mobile
device.
These are the tools that will be used and
compared on this research based on the
capabilities to extract BBM’s digital evidences.
The next step is to secure the integrity of
physical evidence by creating an image
file/clone file of physical evidence. The imaging
process can be done thoroughly or partly, based
on necessary requirements/requests.
4.3.2 Securing Physical Evidence’s Integrity
Securing physical evidence is necessary to
ensure the integrity of digital evidence contained
in the physical evidence. Security phase is
conducted by creating an image file of physical
evidences using MOBILedit Forensic Express,
the result of this process is an image file as
shown in Figure 5.
The size of the image file of these physical
evidences may vary depending on the amount of
data contained in it, bigger data amount
produced bigger file size.
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Fig. 5. Physical evidence’s image file

4.4 Testing and Evaluation
This stage is a forensic software testing process
conducted by doing experiment of extracting
digital data from BBM using forensic softwares
that will be compared.

From the NIST parameters used, Oxygen
Forensic Suite suceeded in meeting the criteria
of MDT-CA-01, MDT-CA-02, MDT-CA-03,
MDT-CA-04,
MDT-CA-05,
MDT-CA-06,
MDT-CA-09,
MDT-AO-12,
MDT-AO-13,
MDT-RO-01, MDT-RO-02, MDT-RO-03, and
MDT-CR-03. As for additional parameters
added by The Researchers, Oxygen Forensic
Suite was able to acquire all type of additional
parameters from all physical evidences. Figure 8
shows a sample result form one of the 4 physical
evidences.

4.4.1 Oxygen Forensic Suite
Oxygen Forensic Suite is a tool that boasts a
very large array of phone choice to forensically
analyse and contains specific features for
message decryption. This tool is also able to
extract data such as the Device Status, Device
Internal Name, Device serial Number, Owner
Phone Number, Owner Accounts and Network
Information [26] [27].
Oxygen Forensic has the ability to perform
logical acquisition and physical acquisition.
Extraction process that conducted on physical
evidences using Oxygen Forensic Suite as the
forensic tool is as shown on Figure 6.

Fig. 8. BBM’s extracted artefacts using OFS
Fig. 6. Extraction process using Oxygen Forensic Suite

Based on the extraction process conducted, this
forensic tool was able to conduct both physical
and logical acquisition. The examination result
also provides information on smartphone
devices, such as IMEI, Manufacturer, and
Android version as shown on Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Extraction result from Oxygen Forensic Suite

4.4.2 Andriller
Andriller is one of the software that can be used
for forensic analysis purposes on smartphones
[28]. Extraction process that conducted using
Andriller resulted an integrated HTML report
that contained all the data extracted from
physical evidence as shown on Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Extraction result from Andriller
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Based on the extraction process conducted,
Andriller was able to conduct physical
acquisition only. Andriller have many
shortcomings in terms of Core Assertions and
Optional Assertions. The result shows that
Andriller was able to get some information such
as IMEI (International Mobile Equipment
Identity), ADB Serial, Manufacturer, and
Android version. From the NIST parameters
used, Andriller succeeded in meeting the criteria
of MDT-CA-01, MDT-CA-02, MDT-CA-03,
MDT-CA-04,
MDT-CA-05,
MDT-CA-06,
MDT-AO-12, MDT-RO-01, MDT-RO-02, and
MDT-RO-03. As for additional parameter added
by The Researchers, Andriller was able to
acquire digital evidence in the form of
Conversation Data as shown on Figure 10.
Fig. 11. Extraction result from MOBILedit Forensic Express

Fig. 10. Andriller’s conversation data

4.4.3 MOBILedit Forensic Express
Mobiledit Forensic Express is a tool for mobile
forensics using which address book, SMS,
Media files, Notes and Files can be analysed
[29][30]. MOBILedit Forensic Express has
backup and cloning features, by using this
feature, forensic examiners are able to maintain
the integrity of physical and digital evidences, as
in accordance to MDT-RO-01, MDT-RO-02,
MDT-CR-01, MDT-CR-02, and MDT-CR-03.
This tool also meets the criteria of MDT-CA-01,
MDT-CA-02, MDT-CA-09, and MDT-AO-13.
Extraction process that using MOBILedit
Forensic Express resulted in a set of HTML
report that can be accessed via browser, as in
accordance to MDT-CA-03 and MDT-AO-12.
The sample report is as shown on Figure 11.
As for additional parameter added by The
Researchers, MOBILedit Forensic Express was
able to acquire BBM Profile Account only. This
digital evidence also can be presented together
with another tool’s result as a support for
cybercrime cases that involves mobile devices
such as smartphones, notebook, flashdrive, and
other mobile devices.

4.4.4 Autopsy 4.1.1.
Autopsy 4.1.1. is an open source digital forensics
platform and graphical interface with the ability
to extract data from multiple devices [31], but
this tool does not have physical extraction
feature for Android platform, digital evidence
extraction process can be done only through
image/cloning of physical evidence (logical
examination).
The evaluation result that performed on Autopsy
4.1.1’s examination shows that Autopsy was
able to do logical acquisition only, as in
accordance to MDT-CA-09 and MDT-CR-03
NIST parameter. Extraction process for
additional parameters added by The Researchers
does not give the expected result because
Autopsy 4.1.1 does not have the file decryption
feature to open the encryption of BBM database
file, in other words, extraction using Autopsy
gives zero result.
4.4.5 Magnet AXIOM
Magnet AXIOM is a complete digital
investigation platform that builds on the
processing power of Magnet IEF. Magnet
AXIOM integrates a group of powerful analysis
potentials into one tool, to allow forensic
examiners to dig deeper into data [32].
Magnet AXIOM has the ability to conduct
physical and logical extraction, so in this
research, as in accordance to MDT-RO-01,
MDT-CR-03,
and
MDT-CA-09
NIST
Parameters. Magnet AXIOM also meets MDT85
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CA-01, MDT-CA-02, MDT-CA-03, MDT-CA04, MDT-CA-05, MDT-CA-06, MDT-AO-12,
MDT-RO-01, MDT-RO-02, MDT-RO-03, and
MDT-CR-03 on NIST Parameters. Magnet
AXIOM has the feature for hash checking as in
accordance to MDT-AO-15. The sample of
Magnet AXIOM’s extraction result is shown on
Figure 12.

The final stage in this forensic framework is
reporting. At this stage all the results of the
analysis will be discussed and presented in
detail. The report will be presented in the form
of comparative table based on NIST Parameters
as shown on Table 8.

Fig. 12. Extraction result from Magnet AXIOM
Fig. 13. Extraction result from Belkasoft Evidence Center

For additional parameters added by The
Researcher, Magnet AXIOM provide a set of
Contact List, BBM Invitation, BBM File
Transfer, BBM Chat, and BBM Account
Owner’s Profile for 3 smartphones, and BBM
Chat only for 1 smartphone.
4.4.6 Belkasoft Evidence Center
Belkasoft Evidence Center is a tool that can be
used to analyze digital evidence, and analyze
conditions on live forensics [33], Belkasoft
Evidence Center can also be used in the field of
mobile forensics.
Belkasoft Evidence Center has the ability to do
physical and logical extraction, as in accordance
to NIST Parameter MDT-RO-01, MDT-CR-03,
and MDT-CA-09. Belkasoft Evidence Center
also suceeded in meeting the criteria of MDTCA-01, MDT-CA-02, MDT-CA-03, MDT-CA04, MDT-CA-05, MDT-CA-06, MDT-CA-07,
MDT-CA-08,
MDT-AO-12,
MDT-AO-13,
MDT-RO-02, and MDT-RO-03. Figure 13
shows the extraction result from 1 of 4
smartphones.
As for the additional parameters set by The
Researchers, the extraction process using
Belkasoft Evidence Center resulted in BBM
Chat and Pictures.
4.5

Reporting

The evaluation result shows that Andriller is
only capable of conducting physical acquisition.
However, Andriller successfully obtained BBM
Conversation Data. From experimental results
using Oxygen Forensic Suite, Magnet AXIOM,
and Belkasoft Evidence Centre, almost all core
parameters and optional of NIST are met
entirely. Autopsy 4.1.1 did not meet all the NIST
parameters except for parameters related to
logical acquisition.
MOBILedit Forensic Express has superiority in
preserving and cloning capability because this
tool has the ability to create cloning file that can
be read by other tool and in accordance with
half of the NIST parameters.
The Researchers used calculations with index
numbers to determine the performance of each
forensic tool in accordance with the experiment
results. The calculation of index number used is
a modification from probability formula that
used by [34] to calculate the comparison of
mobile device forensic tools as shown in
equation 1.
(1)
Where:
= total amount parameters that
successfully extracted, and
= total parameters
populated.
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TABLE VIII. EVALUATION RESULT BASED ON NIST PARAMETERS
Measurement Parameters

Core Assertions

Optional
Assertions

Core Features
Requirements
Optional Features
Requirements

MDT-CA-01
MDT-CA-02
MDT-CA-03
MDT-CA-04
MDT-CA-05
MDT-CA-06
MDT-CA-07
MDT-CA-08
MDT-CA-09
MDT-AO-10
MDT-AO-11
MDT-AO-12
MDT-AO-13
MDT-AO-15
MDT-AO-16
MDT-CR-01
MDT-CR-02
MDT-CR-03
MDT-RO-01
MDT-RO-02
MDT-RO-03

Oxygen
Forensic Suite
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Andriller
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Forensic Tools
MOBILedit
Autopsy
Forensic Express
4.1.1
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
-

Magnet
AXIOM
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Belkasoft Evidence
Center
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

TABLE IX. EVALUATION RESULT BASED ON ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS
Smartphone 1
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BBM Artifact
Account Profile
Contact
Chat/Conversation
Transferred
Picture/File
BBM Invitation
Updates
Logs

Oxygen
Forensic Suite
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Andriller
√
-

Forensic Tools
MOBILedit
Autopsy
Forensic Express
4.1.1
√
-

-

-

-

Magnet
AXIOM
√
√
√
√

Belkasoft Evidence
Center
√
√

√
-

-

Magnet
AXIOM
√
√
√

Belkasoft Evidence
Center
√
√

Smartphone 2
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BBM Artifact
Account Profile
Contact
Chat/Conversation
Transferred
Picture/File
BBM Invitation
Updates
Logs

Oxygen
Forensic Suite
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Andriller
√
-

Forensic Tools
MOBILedit
Autopsy
Forensic Express
4.1.1
√
-

-

-

-

√
√
-

-

Magnet
AXIOM
√
√
√

Belkasoft Evidence
Center
√
√

Smartphone 3
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BBM Artifact
Account Profile
Contact
Chat/Conversation
Transferred
Picture/File
BBM Invitation
Updates
Logs

Oxygen
Forensic Suite
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Andriller
√
-

Forensic Tools
MOBILedit
Autopsy
Forensic Express
4.1.1
√
-

-

-

-

√
√
-

-

Magnet
AXIOM
√
-

Belkasoft Evidence
Center
√
√

-

-

Smartphone 4
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

BBM Artifact
Account Profile
Contact
Chat/Conversation
Transferred
Picture/File
BBM Invitation
Updates
Logs

Oxygen
Forensic Suite
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Andriller
√
-

Forensic Tools
MOBILedit
Autopsy
Forensic Express
4.1.1
√
-

-
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By using equation 1 to calculate the index
number from each forensic tool, Belkasoft
Evidence Center has the highest index number of
80,95% followed by Magnet AXIOM with index
number of 76,19%. Oxygen Forensic Suite
comes next with index number of 71,42%,
followed by Andriller with index number of
57,14 and MOBILedit Forensic Express with
index number of 52,38.
Autopsy 4.1.1 has the lowest performance with
index number of 9,52%.
Related to additional parameters, the result is as
shown on Table 9. By using the same formula,
Oxygen Forensic Suite got 100% performance
index score because it successfully acquired all 7
types of BBM artifacts, Andriller and
MOBILedit Forensic Express got 14,28%
performance index score by only managed to
acquire 1 type of BBM artifact.
Autopsy 4.1.1 did not get any artifact
(zero result) and Belkasoft Evidence Center
got 28,57% by successfully acquired 2 types
of BBM artifacts.
As for Magnet AXIOM, on 3 smartphones,
this tool got 71,42% performance index score by
successfully extracted 5 types of BBM artifact.
However, different extraction results are shown
on Smartphone 4, on Smartphone 4 (Lenovo),
Magnet AXIOM only managed to extract 1 type
of BBM artifact and only got 14,28%
performance index score, the researcher's
hypothesis based on the existing literature is: this
result difference caused by forensic software
features that have not been able to extract data
from Android smartphones that uses MediaTek
(MTK) chipset due to differences in smartphone
architecture and lack of technical knowledge
about this chipset type [35][36].

advantage on conversation data extraction.
Belkasoft Evidence Center got 28,57% on
artifact extraction but has superiority on
extraction process. Related to NIST parameter
criterias, Belkasoft Evidence Center has the
highest index performance score at 80,95% and
meets almost all NIST parameter criterias.
Magnet AXIOM is on the 2nd with index
performance score at 76,19% and meets 17 NIST
parameter criterias, followed by Oxygen
Forensic Suite with index number of 71,42%.
Autopsy 4.1.1 has the lowest index performance
value at 9.52% due to the absence of document
decryption feature and only meets 2 NIST
parameter criterias. Andriller and MOBILedit
Forensic Express indeed met many NIST
parameter criterias, however, Andriller manages
to get only conversation data artifact using
physical acquisition, while MOBILedit Forensic
Express only manages to get BBM profile data.
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